High Register Opening

for ii7-V7-iii7-vi7-ii7-V7-I or III or VI
also V7sus-I-V7sus-I or III or VI

Mild jazz
swing groove

Key of Eb
1)

Key of D
2)

Key of Db
3)
After going through all five examples patiently: do each example in descending chromatic keys (at least down a few 1/2 steps) until it gets too dark.

Alternates for end of #5 when doing it in Eb:
HIGH REGISTER OPENING for ii7 V7 iii7 vi7 ii7 V7 I or III or V

also V7 I V7 I (V7)

MILD JAZZ SWING GROOVE

After going through all five examples patiently,
Do each example in descending chromatic keys (at least down a few steps)
until it gets too tough.

Alternates for end of (C) when doing if in E7